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1.

The subject matter of modern Geography is 6.
based on spatial organisation and manenvironment relations. The analytical technique
used in this context is concerned with :

The waves that help scientists to understand
the internal structure of the earth are :

(A) The exact positioning of events

(B) Secondary waves

(B) Geocentricism

(C) Surface waves

(C) The best location

(D) Longitudinal waves

(D) The quality of particular areas
2.

Following the orthodox structure of geography, 7.
economic geography is a subset of which of the
following ?

Most strong earthquakes are generated by :

(A) Philosophy

(B) The collapse of calders

(B) Regional

(C) Submarine landslides

(C) Techniques

(D) Volcanic eruptions

(D) Systematic
3.

8.

Who founded the school of possibilism ?

(A) Sudden crustal movements on active faults

Mid-oceanic ridges are the result of :
(A) Convergent plate boundary

(A) Lablache

(B) Transform plate boundary

(B) L. Febrve

4.

(A) Primary waves

(C) R. Hartshone

(C) Divergent plate boundary

(D) Ratzel

(D) All the above

The most successful types of regional units appear 9.
to be those whose spatial boundaries coincide
most closely with the described :

Which of the following pairs is most suitable
for ascertaining the origin of the rocks ?

(A) Socioeconomic systems

(A) Colour and shape

(B) Culture

(B) Density and hardness

(C) Model Systems

(C) Structure and composition

(D) Physical Systems
5.

(D) Size and weight
The basis of the concept of geomorphic cycle
10. Which of the following is not chemical
is :
weathering ?
(A) The effect of compensating uplift on
landforms
(A) Oxidation
(B) Surface tensional forces
(B) Hydrolysis
(C) The role of declining rates of erosion over
(C) Carbonization
time
(D) Freezing

(D) Youth, maturity, old age
SS-5461–A
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11. Alfred Wagner’s theory of continental drift begins 16. Relative humidity of an air mass increases when :
from :
(A) air temperature rises
(B) condensation takes place
(A) Carboniferous period
(C) precipitation takes place
(B) Cretaceous period
(D) air temperature falls
(C) Tertiary period
17. Which of the following factors influence ocean
(D) Jurassic period
currents ?
12. Stream erosion carried out directly by impact
1. Rotation of the Earth
force of flowing water is called :
2. Air pressure and wind
3. Ocean water density
(A) Corrosion
4. Revolution of the earth
(B) Deflation
Select the correct answer using the codes given
(C) Hydraulic action
below :
(D) Abrasion
(A) 1 and 2
(B) 1 and 4
13. The debit side of the earth’s solar radiation
budget shows that almost two thirds of the
(C) 1, 2 and 3
available units are :
(D) 2, 3 and 4
(A) Reflected by the atmosphere
18. Pelagic deposits consist of matter derived from
algae and are mostly in the form of liquid mud
(B) Absorbed and reradiated
known as :
(C) Diffused radiation
(A) Blue mud
(D) Transferred from the earth to the atmosphere
(B) Red mud
(C) Ooze
14. The bulk of the world’s wettest areas are
associated with the :
(D) Coral mud
19. Which of the following currents belong to Indian
(A) Subtropical highs
Ocean ?
(B) Equatorial trough of low pressure
(A) Agulhas current
(C) Polar easterlies
(B) Labrador current
(D) Mid-latitude westerlies
(C) Canary current
(D) Antilles current
15. Tropical cyclones do not occur close to the
20. The rate of decrease of temperature in oceans
equator because :
with increasing depth is more rapid near the :
(A) Of excessive heat
(A) Equator
(B) Of weal Coriolis force
(B) Poles
(C) Tropic of Cancer
(C) Land and water contrasts are large
(D) Tropic of Capricorn

(D) Of areas of calm air movements
SS-5461–A
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21. Which of the following are the major factors
responsible for the monsoon type of climate in
India ?
1. Location
2. Thermal contrast
3. Upper air circulation
4. The Himalayan Mountains
Select the correct answer using the code given
below :
(A) 1 and 4 only
(B) 1, 2, 3 and 4
(C) 2, 3 and 4 only
(D) 1, 2 and 3 only
22. The Karewas of Kashmir refers to which among
the following types of deposits ?
(A) Aeolian and glacial
(B) Lacustrine
(C) Fluvial
(D) Volcanic
23. What is the name given to the foothills zone of
Himalayas ?
(A) Inner Himalayas
(B) Siwalik
(C) Middle Himalayas
(D) Central Himalayas
24. ‘Yellow Revolution’ is associated with the
production of :
(A) Oil seeds
(B) Poultry
(C) Sunflower
(D) Gold
25. In the ‘Index of Eight Core Industries’, which
one of the following is given the highest weight ?
(A) Coal production
(B) Fertilizer production
(C) Electricity generation

26. Which of the following rivers is formed by two
streams, the Chandra and Bhaga ?
(A) Neelam
(B) Ravi
(C) Chenab
(D) Sutlej
27. The amount of material utilized at any particular
level in the food chain is called :
(A) A consumption ratio
(B) An atrophy level
(C) A trophic level
(D) A structural attendant
28. The optimistic view regarding the length of
time that the earth’s non- renewable resources
will last is based on :
(A) Improvements in technology
(B) Reduction in population
(C) Reduction in consumption
(D) Increase in consumption
29. Which of the following is a tropical grassland ?
(A) Savana
(B) Pampas
(C) Prairie
(D) Taiga
30. An equilibrium state which is the result of
vegetative change over a long period of time is
called a(n) :
(A) Climax
(B) Invasion
(C) Succulent

(D) Steel production
SS-5461–A
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31. The biological ability of an area to provide 36. The
sufficient food stuffs to support the population
in :
(of a particular species) of that area is called
the :
(A)
(A) Logistic growth constant
(B)
(B) Fluctuation equivalent
(C)
(C) Ecological plausibility
(D)
(D) Carrying capacity
32. Population dividend refers to :

largest reserves of coal in India occurs
Damodar basin
Narmada basin
Cauvery basin
Godavari basin

37. The most important industrial crop of India is :

(A) Total number of population

(A) Tea

(B) Relatively high proportion of experienced
aged people

(B) Sugarcane

(C) Youthful age structure of a population

(C) Coffee

(D) Migration from richer region to poorer
region

(D) Cotton

33. The late expanding phase of “demographic
transition” is associated with :

38. Which of the following is the largest steel plant
of India ?

(A) Isolated and primitive tribes

(A) Vishakhapatnam steel plant

(B) High birth rates and high death rates

(B) Daitari steel plant

(C) Stabilization of death rate at a low level

(C) Salem steel plant

(D) Most of the third world

(D) Bokaro steel plant
34. The part of the Malthusian equation never made
completely clear is the :
39. Many parts of India face difficulty in producing
(A) The basis for the geometric growth of
multiple crops because :
population
(A) Temperature fluctuates in extreme
(B) Curtailment of population increases by birth
control
(B) Monsoons are unpredictable
(C) Biotic potential
(C) Water is not easily available
(D) The basis for the arithmetic growth of
(D) It is not economically viable
agriculture
35. As the doubling time of population growth 40. Crop rotation is being adopted to increase the :
decreases the rate of growth :
(A) Crop yield
(A) Decreases
(B) Productivity of the land
(B) Increases
(C) Stabilizes

(C) Soil water

(D) Triples

(D) Crop resistance to pests

SS-5461–A
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41. The distance between parallels in Mercator’s 46. Which among the following is not a segment of
projection :
GPS ?
(A) Decreases towards the poles

(A) Space segment

(B) Increases towards the poles

(B) Control segment

(C) Remains same throughout

(C) User segment

(D) Increases towards the equator

(D) Variable segment

42. Actual heights of places above sea level are 47. Contours of equal spacing represent :
represented by :
(A) Uniform slope
(A) Contours
(B) Gentle slope
(B) Layer colouring
(C) Steep slope
(C) Spot height
(D) Convex slope
(D) Hachures
48. Which of the following is a classification based
on the instrument used ?

43. Which of the following profiles show only the
ruggedness of the sky-line ?

(A) Traverse surveying

(A) Projected profiles

(B) Topographic surveying

(B) Super-imposed profiles

(C) Hydrographic surveying

(C) Composite profiles

(D) Cadastral surveying

(D) Longitudinal profile

49. Which among the following methods of plane
table survey is suitable for locating inaccessible
44. The direct use of an aerial photograph as a
points ?
map is prevented by :
(A) Very wide variation in the scale

(A) Radiation

(B) Horizontal displacement

(B) Resection

(C) Vertical displacement

(C) Intersection

(D) The inability to measure the relief

(D) All the above

45. Multi-variable climate data can be best shown 50. Which of the following scales is used to
accurately measure minute divisions ?
by :
(A) Dots

(A) Plain scale

(B) Circles

(B) Comparative scale

(C) Graphs

(C) Diagonal scale

(D) Shades

(D) Vernier’s scale
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51. When the values in a series are not of equal 56. Disaster is an event arising out of :
importance, we calculate the :
(A) Result of hazard event
(A) Mode
(B) Causes of hazard event Respondent
(B) Weighted mean
(C) Causes of disaster event
(C) Geometric mean
(D) All of the above
(D) Arithmetic mean
57. Which of the following is not a component of
52. To measure the consistency between the two or
disaster management cycle ?
more than two series we use :
(A) Preparedness
(A) Combined standard deviation
(B) Construction
(B) Corrected standard deviation
(C) Response
(C) Coefficient of skewness
(D) Recovery

(D) Coefficient of variation

53. In a scattered diagram, if most of the points lie 58. Which of the following is not an example of a
rapid on-set of disaster ?
in the first and third quadrants, then coefficient
of correlation is :
(A) Earthquake
(A) Zero correlation
(B) Cyclone
(B) Negative correlation
(C) Drought
(C) Positive correlation
(D) Tsunami
(D) High negative correlation
59. What types of disasters are most predominant
54. When the ratio of variations in the related
in India ?
variables is constant, it is called :
(A) Drought
(A) Negative correlation
(B) Earthquake
(B) Positive correlation
(C) Flood
(C) Nonlinear correlation
(D) Cyclone

(D) Linear correlation
55. Questionnaire is filled by :

60. In India Tsunami warning centre is located at :

(A) Enumerator

(A) Ahmadabad

(B) Respondent

(B) Kolkata

(C) Everybody

(C) Vishakhapatnam

(D) A special person

(D) Hyderabad
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E

ofpopulation in the
The four great clusters

1.

world

types
The global disuibution ofdifferent

)'

by
biomes is most directly influenced

are :

America

Africa

Europe'
East Asia, South Asia'

(C)

Europe'
East Asia, South Africa'

@)

"onn

givenby :
OptimumTheory ofPopulationwas

Malthus

(A)

Carr Satrnden and

(B)
(C)

Can Saunders
Edwin Cannaq Dalton and
Roda4 Schumpeter and Ricardo

@)

Ma$hall, Schumpoter and Ncardo

be threats to the
Which of the following can

7.

biodivenity ofa geographical

stage ofdemograPhic

4.

IV.

tansition ?

(A)

lnw birttr rate and higlr death rate

(B)

Hiebbirthmteandhighdeathrate

(C)

death rate
High birth rate ancl declining

(D)

rate
l,ow birttr rate and low death

Some analysts point to

a

fewer and fewer young
ranks of the elderly have

below:

(A)

8.

(A)

The demograPhic transition

(B)

OverPoPulation

(C)

An absence offecunditY

(A) BiosPhere reserve
(B) NationalPark
(C) Bird sanctuaries

I

(D)
7
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thked througlr a global
A series ofprotected areas
the relationship
network" intencted to demonstrate
and development is called
between conservation

as:

:

(D) UnderPoPulation

IandlVonlY

@) IlandIIIonlY
(C) [IlandtrIonlY
@) [II,IIIandIV

age' This condition
people to support them in old

is refened to as

Promotionofvegeurianisrn

using the codes given
Select the corr€ct answer

future problem in counties

Canada where the swelling
such as Japaru ltaly' and

area ?

I. Global warming :
II. Fragmentationofhabitat
III. lnvasion ofalien sPecies

Rosenstein

the second
Which ofthe following is characterisedby

3.

as a :

(A) Pelagic communitY
(B) knticcommunitY
(C) Benthic communitY
(D) lotic cnmmunitY

South
EastAsia' SouthAsia NorthAmeric4

America

2.

Soilcharacteristics

also known
A lake or pond community is

U.

America

(D)

:

(A) Climatic factors
(B) Biotic factors
(C) ToPograPhic features

North
(A) East Asia, South Asia' Europe'

(B)

oftenestial

,l*

Wildlifesanctuaries

,1.

The Aravalli Range runs across which of the
following pairs oflndian States

12. Match the following local

?

conect definition

i.

Delhi
(B) Nepal, Rajasthan, Haryana and Delhi
(c) Gujarat' Rajasthan, uP and Delhi
(A)

(D)
10.

Gujamt, Rajasthan, punjab and

:

Blossom Shower

List-I

with

List-II

and select the

answerusing the codes below

l.

Pre-Monsoon showers
wttich help in blossoming

ofcoffee flowers

ii.

Nor

westers

Gujarat, Rajasthan, Haryana and Delhi

Match

storms with their

2. pre-Monsoon showers

*ttich

correct

ofrnangoes

iii

:

help in the ripening

Mango

Shower 3. Evening

thunderstorms

in Bengal andAssam

List-r
List-II
(source Region)
(Rivers)
I. Chottanagpur plateau l. Cauvery
II. Verinag spring
2. Krishna
Ill.Brahamgiri hills
3. Jhelum

'

iv.

Ino

4. Hot, dry and oppressing
windsblowinsinNortl*m

phirs

i ii iii
(A) I 2 3
| .4
IV Mahabaleshwar 4. Subemarekha (B) 2

iv
4
3

(c) 3 '4 I
2
I I n N
(D)t 3 2 4
(A)l 3 4 2
(B)2341l3'Considerthefollowingstatements:
l. Central Rice Research institution is located
(C) 4 3 I
2
it Bengaluru'
(D) 4 2 |
3
2. Agriculture sector directly employs 65%o of
I l. The concept ofdifferential heating was primarily
hbour force in India-

t"t'"*t" 3. rheimpactorgreenrevorutionisrertmostin

ffi;#;il:"J;;jl"
Monsoon
(B) Desert Storms
(C) Jet Streams
(D) Cyclones

the production

(A)

Which statements are conect ?

r

(A)

I

and 2

@) I and 3
(C) 2and3

(D)

.
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t4.

Which one of the

Matchthe following correctlY
1 8'
following goups of iron and steel

rcgion ?
plants is located within the Chottanagpur

15.

(A)

Madurai, Mettur' Salem

(B)

Bokaro, Rourkela' BumPur

(C)

Sharavati, PYkara, Mettur

(D)

Salem, VilluPuram, Sharavati

(C)

MinisrYofAgicultwe

17.

(A)

PaPerindustrY

(B)

Iron and Steel industrY

(C)

Cement industrY

(D)

Cotton Textile industry

l.

ii.

Nimo Bazgo

2. ktdus

per

Jhelum

3. Chinab

iii
|
2
2
3

?

-

20ll

20. Match the following List-I with List-l
correctly:

in the HimalaYas lie ?

List-I

List-Il

(Wildlife SanctuarY)

@istrict)

i Hirpora
ii Triktfra
iil Changftnng

l.

Gandebal

2.

Shopian

3.

Resai

iv.

4. l€h

Baltal-Thajwas

Codes :

(A)

Pir Panjal and Dhauladhar

(B)

Dhauladhar and Zanskar

(C)

Zanskar and Pir Panjal

(D)

Siwalik and Pir Panjal

at

census ?

(A) KuPwara
(B) Budgam
(C) Rajouri
(D) Doda

Kashmir valley
Between which ranges does the

JJ-315-B

Baghliar

Kashmir has the highest density ofpopulation

Whichofthe followingirdustiesprovidesmarimum
numbo of emPloYment in India

i.

(c)1 3
(D)1 2

@) TRmD
16.

(Rivers)

anc
19. Which of the following districts of Jammu

oflndia

NAFED

(Ilydroelectric Projects)

i ii
(A)3 2
(B)3 1

India ?

(B)

List-II

Codes :

distribution and

Food CorPoration

List-I

iii. Uri

procurement'
Which agency is responsible for
in
storage offood grain production

(A)

:

i 'ii iii
(A)2 3 1
(B)3 l:4

t

4

2

(c)2 3 4

|

3

4

(D)1 2
4

iv

)1.

Which ofthe following is/are the secondary

skills

25.

Involvement Stage' of the Butler's theory of

which are usefirl for disaster managers ?

22.

(A)

Disasterassessment

@)
(C)

Refugee camp planning

@)

All the above

tourism development ?

Iawenforcement

(A)

Local residents become involved in tourism

(B)

Successful redevelopment leads to renewed

growth

(C)

The process of identifying the probability

of

@)

location based on an analysis ofnatural

processes and site conditions is termed as

Emergence of secondary tourism faciiities zuch
as guest houses

occunence ofa nahral hazard ofa given intensity at
a specific

Which of the following is not the part of 'The

Pressrne develops for govemments to improve

transport for toudsts

:

26. Sustainable tourism
Disastercalculation

@)
(C)

Hazard Assessment

(A)

Sustainablemobility

IJazardcalculation

(B)

Reliableebcqciry

@)

None ofthe above_

(C)

Road wortliness

@)

Hoqpitality

rapid-onset disaster

linked to

which oftlrc following ?

z)- Which of the following is an example of

a

?

27. The travel advisory issued by a govemme,nt for its

(A)

Dmught

citizens leads to what type ofdemand for tourisn ?

@)

Famine

(A)

Potential demand

@)

Effectivedemand

(C)

Nodemand

The disaster which occuned at Chernobyl (USSR),

@)

Deferred demand

Three Mile Island (USA) and Fukusima (JAPAN) 29.

The Indian Lrsitute of Skiing and Mountaineering is

(Q Epidemic
@)
t1A

as a concept is closely

(A)

./

Earthquake

are all related

to

(A)

disasters

Nuclear

located in

:

r

@) Epidemic disasten
(C) Chemical disasten
@)
JJ-315-B

Flood

disasters

I

:

(A)

h$nary.

(B)

Sonamarg

(C)

Culmag

(D)

Pahalgarn
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29.

:

Match the following conectly

List-tr

List-I

32. If a map is drawn on RF 1/5500, which one of the
following representative fractions will be conect

(CartograPhicMethods) MaPs)

ifthe map is reduced to half?

i. Chorochromatic

1' Density ofpopulation

(A)

ii.

ChoroPleth

2. Contour

iii.

Choroschematic

3. Administrative map

(B) lnl000

4. Use of letters like
W=Wheat,P=PaddY

(c)

1/5000

(D)

1/33000

iv. Isopleth

Codes :

iii
I
4

i ii
(A)2 3
(B)3 |

31.

JJ,

4

Chain
Which ofthe following is vrell adopted for
suweying ?

2

(A)

Small areas in oPen ground

(B)

Snall

the cdegory
Which ofthe following does not belongto
of cartograPhic elements of a maP ?

(C)

Large areas with simple details

(A)

Gdd

@)

krge

@)
(C)

Bar scale

@)

tegsnds

(c)l 3 4
(D)l 2 3

30.

iv

U27s0

Cardinal

3

4

Jt.

dlection

arcas

with crowded details

with atifrcult
'letails

After fixing the plane table to the tripod, the main
table
operations which are needed at each plane
station are

digital map
Which ofthe following are tlre steps for

areas

:

(D

Levelling

I. PreParation of gid
il. ImPort of cloud of Points
III. Drawing ofobjects and contours

(ii)

Orientation

(iii)

Cenring

IV.

The com,ct sequence ofthese operations is

making Process ?

Taking ofPrintout

Choose the conect options

(A)

:

IandllonlY

(A) (r),(ii),(iii)

t
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